**HIGH IMPACT TRACK**

LCS recognizes the most vulnerable component in the performance of a flatbed rolling tarp system is its track. Other systems have too many wheels, inferior rolling surfaces, and are subject to flat spotting problems. The next most common problem is impact to the track when loading with a forklift. To solve that problem, LCS invented the only high impact bump guard rail. It protrudes 1-1/4” past the vulnerable rolling surface while providing superior protection from road spray. Load Covering Solutions Has You Protected!

**features**
- Heavy Duty 6” Rugged Design
- S.S. Roll Formed Rolling Insert
- Lower IMPACT GUARD
- Patented Slide In Light Bars
- Patented Light Bar Rubber Seal

**advantages**
- Superior Rolling Performance
- Maximum Protection to SS Insert
- Common Sense under mount Lighting
- Easy Maintenance & Access to Wiring
- Superior Road Spray Protection

**benefits**
- S.S. Inserts Keeps You Rolling
- IMPACT RAIL Protects Rolling Area
- Light Bars Never Come Loose or Fall Off
- Rubber Seal Warehouse Light Harness
- Enhanced Interior Weather Protection

**WHY HIGH IMPACT TRACK?**
- Less Damage is Less Down Time
- Simplest Repair Solutions
- Less Wear on Components
- Easy Slide Performance

NO TRACK COMPARES!
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Office: 1051 Clinton St. Buffalo, NY 14206
Installations and Service:
2251 Wehrle Drive, Williamsville, NY 14221 (exit 49 NY I-90)
Toll Free: 1-877-790-5665 Fax: 1-877-345-5623
info@loadcovering.com

5499 Harvester Road, Burlington ON L7L 5V4
Toll Free: 1-800-465-8277 Fax: 905-335-8499
info@loadcoveringsolutions.com